
It is difficult to consider the state of the world in 2018 and not feel a sense of vertigo. Humanity has greater
capacity for production than it has ever had before, and simultaneously, the ability to destroy the world
many times over. The products we rely on—whether for food, fuel, communication—are woven together in
supply chains that have the complexity of medieval tapestries. Some people can make unimaginable fortunes
in microsecondsmicrosecondsmicrosecondsmicrosecondsmicrosecondsmicrosecondsmicroseconds, while others still scratch a living out of the dry ground. Eight men, it is calculatedcalculatedcalculatedcalculatedcalculatedcalculatedcalculated, hold as
much wealth as the poorest half of the planet: 3.6 billion people. A global system underlies this vastly
unequal distribution of wealth and power. But what to call this system? What is its name? 

It is not enough to call it capitalism, since capitalism has been around for hundreds of years and transforms
itself with great dexterity. The term “late capitalism” acknowledges that, but it presumes something about
the future that we cannot know. What can be identified is a shift, usually dated to the 1970s, when rich
countries moved away from a regulated economy of mass production and mass consumption, organized
within nation states. David Harvey, writing in 1990, saw it being replaced with “post-Fordism”: an economy
built on just-in-time production, the internationalization of capital, the deregulation of industry, insecure
labor, and the entrepreneurial self. In the years since, these trends have only accelerated due to
improvements in, and the spread of, information technologies. But few call this “post-Fordism” any longer.
They mostly call it “neoliberalism.”

How neoliberalism shapes the global
economy and limits the power of
democracies.
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Even to say this word is to invite controversy. Jonathan Chait
has expressed a common point of view when he has arguedarguedarguedarguedarguedarguedargued
that neoliberalism is little more than a slur used by writers on
the left to label varieties of liberalism they dislike. For the left,
neoliberalism often connotes a form of liberal politics that has
embraced market-based solutions to social problems: the
exchanges of the Affordable Care Act, for instance, rather than
a single-payer, universal program like Medicare. Chait argues
that leftists use the word to “bracket the center-left together
with the right” and so present socialism as the only real
alternative. But the term has its critics on the left, too:
Political economist Bill Dunn finds it too insulartoo insulartoo insulartoo insulartoo insulartoo insulartoo insular, rarely
adopted by the people it is said to describe. The historian
Daniel Rodgers, meanwhile, argues that neoliberal means tootootootootootootoo
manymanymanymanymanymanymany different things, and therefore not enough.

And yet, the world today works in a distinctive and relatively
new way, and those workings need a name. Its critics are right
that neoliberalism has multiple meanings and can be used in a
way that is more pejorative than precise. But it also has an
intellectual genealogy with real bearing on our time, making a
careful reconstruction of its history essential to
understanding our global economy. Quinn Slobodian provides exactly that in Globalists, showing how
neoliberal ideas grew from particular historical circumstances to global influence, while also correcting
certain misconceptions about neoliberalism’s meaning and goals.

Neoliberal ideas emerged from the ruins of the Austro-Hungarian Empire in the
early twentieth century. While the empire had been growing quickly into an industrial power, it lagged
behind Germany, France, and Britain. Then World War I disrupted the economy and broke the imperial
system. With the end of the war, Austria became a democratic republic, and socialist candidates won
repeated victories in its cosmopolitan capital, Vienna. From 1918 to 1934, “Red” Vienna became a model city
for democratic socialism, with social housing and expanded schooling for children and adults, all protected
by a militant labor movement. The city inspiredinspiredinspiredinspiredinspiredinspiredinspired one resident, Karl Polanyi, to a lifelong defense of social
democracy. Red Vienna, he wrote, caused “a moral and intellectual rise in the condition of a highly
developed industrial working class,” which “achieved a level never reached before by the masses of the
people in any industrial society.”

But not everyone saw it the same way. The war had reduced international trade and led to widespread
interference by states in private property regimes, when governments had confiscated foreign-owned
property and commandeered resources. Ludwig von Mises, an economist in the Vienna Chamber of
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Commerce, wanted to restore free trade and the sanctity of property. The prewar version of the Austro-
Hungarian empire became a point of reference for Mises and those who joined the study circle he organized:
It had been a multi-ethnic empire that lowered barriers to trade while not insisting on cultural homogeneity.
A relatively small, landlocked place like Austria, they reasoned, could never be economically self-sufficient in
the industrial age. It had to be open to the world market, and to succeed there it would have to be
competitive.
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The labor movement, then, was a further obstacle to the realization of Mises’s project. The same forces that
inspired Polanyi, Mises found oppressive. Labor unions marched in the streets, demanding higher-than-
market wages and lower-than-market housing. The city kept budgets balanced with high and progressive
taxes, and businesses fared about as well as elsewhere in Austria. But social housing undermined the
position of landlords, and the bourgeoisie felt targeted by taxes on conspicuous consumption. For a time,
there was even a dog tax that scaled upward with the breed and pedigree of the dog. Mises saw Red Vienna
as a standoff between the power of labor and the power of capital. He was pleased when an anti-fascistanti-fascistanti-fascistanti-fascistanti-fascistanti-fascistanti-fascist
uprisinguprisinguprisinguprisinguprisinguprisinguprising was violently suppressed in 1927—leaving dozens dead and more than a thousand injured—since it
broke the power of the social democratic masses to mobilize.

Democracy, for Mises, was not an absolute value to be respected at all times. It was a good system insofar as
it made peaceful, gradual change possible. Democracy’s “function is to make peace,” he wrote, “to avoid
violent revolutions.” When it failed in that task, Mises thought that enforcing order by other means was
preferable to letting democracy destroy the economic foundations of prosperity, as he understood them.
Although it is frequently said that neoliberals want a weak state, in which the market can be left to do most
of the work, that is not quite correct. Against the enemies of the market—economic nationalism and
democratic demands—the state has to play a role, mostly by creating a system of laws that protects property
and by representing enough force to deter challenges.

The neoliberals sought, Slobodian writes, to “encase” markets, not to liberate them. Their project was not
anarchy: It was a global system that sufficiently ordered the world so that capitalism would be safe from
certain forms of political interference. Friedrich Hayek, who had worked under Mises, imagined an
organization independent of any one country that would set the rules of the market. Hayek envisioned
separate cultural and economic governments: The former would satisfy the demand for mass participation,
while the latter would make sure that democratic enthusiasms did not interfere with the functioning of
markets across the world. The neoliberal world, Slobodian writes, “is not a borderless market without states
but a doubled world kept safe from mass demands for social justice and redistributive equality by the
guardians of the economic constitution.” Neoliberalism places property, in other words, beyond the reach of
democracy.
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It wasn’t that the neoliberals
favored colonialism, as such.
Their objection was that
decolonization threatened the
market.   

For most of the middle of the twentieth century, neoliberals thought they were
losing, even as their organizing got more sophisticated. The term “neoliberal” was adopted at the Walter
Lippmann Colloquium, held in Paris in 1938, with Mises and Hayek in attendance. In 1947, Hayek
established the Mont Pelerin SocietyMont Pelerin SocietyMont Pelerin SocietyMont Pelerin SocietyMont Pelerin SocietyMont Pelerin SocietyMont Pelerin Society in Switzerland, making it the institutional home for neoliberal thought
and debate. But the world seemed to be going in a social democratic direction. Demands for social justice
found new forums for expression in the world after World War II. United Nations agencies, at least formally,
granted nations equal sovereignty, and there were ever more of them in a decolonizing world. European
countries built up welfare states, and the countries of the global South demanded consideration of their
economic needs. The neoliberals were indignant.

It wasn’t that they favored colonialism, as such. They asserted, in fact, that capitalism was anti-imperialist.
Their objection was that the language of rights and the consequences of decolonization threatened the
market. As the German economist Wilhelm Röpke sarcastically said, “Today’s ‘human rights’ as formulated
by the U.N. include the sacred right of a state to expropriate a power plant.” Many countries did indeed see
nationalization as part of their economic sovereignty. In 1938, the Mexican government took control of the
country’s oil to great popular acclaim, and in the 1952 U.N. General Assembly, Uruguay and Bolivia, too,
proposed that peoples should be free to exploit their natural resources. Neoliberals wanted rules in place to
prevent exactly this sort of scenario, establishing rights instead for the owners of capital.

Time and again, Slobodian sees popular demands for
justice undercut by neoliberal ideas about how the
world should be organized. In a fascinating chapter,
Slobodian examines the various conflicts within the
Mont Pelerin Society over the subject of apartheid
South Africa. Some of its thinkers were explicitly
racist, equating creditworthiness with “civilizational
status.” But the typical neoliberal response was to
reject racism, even to reject race as a category of analysis. Hayek himself called apartheid “both an injustice
and an error.” The system interfered, after all, with the allocation of resources, by keeping black Africans
from participating in free markets and preventing them from the most efficient application of their talents
and labor. Yet granting black South Africans suffrage rights would inevitably lead to a reordering of property
relations, since the black majority would favor reclaiming land that had been taken by white settlers. This
was unacceptable in Hayek’s view.

Within the Mont Pelerin Society, the problem of how to end colonialism without destroying property rights
was much debated. The English economist William Hutt imagined that voting power in postapartheid South
Africa could be made proportional to economic weight. Milton Friedman agreed that one man, one vote
would be terrible for South Africa, and Hayek worried that putting sanctions on South Africa would upset
the global order. They didn’t favor apartheid, but they were against almost anything that might bring it to an
end.
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The story is a similar one in Chile. Hayek visited Chile under the Pinochet dictatorship twice and met with
Pinochet once. During his second visit, Hayek told a Chilean newspaper that it was possible for a “dictator to
govern in a liberal way,” and that he preferred a “liberal dictator to a democratic government lacking
liberalism.” Given the widespread use of tortureuse of tortureuse of tortureuse of tortureuse of tortureuse of tortureuse of torture by Pinochet’s government, this has often been seen by critics
of neoliberalism as a link between the intellectual architect of neoliberalism and authoritarian repression,
while Hayek’s defenders have seen it as an aberration. In fact, it was simply consistent with the way that he
saw the world: The socialism of Salvador Allende, whom Pinochet had overthrown, was democracy gone
wrong. Restoring a market economy took priority over human rights and social justice. A dictatorship was
not desirable, but he objected more to those who protested its abuses.

If neoliberal thinkers once appeared to be losing the battle for the postwar order,
they have enjoyed many victories in recent decades. Here, Slobodian differs in illuminating ways from recent
treatments of neoliberal ideas and action. Others have focused on different branches of what Philip Mirowski
and Dieter Plehwe called, in The Road from Mont PelerinThe Road from Mont PelerinThe Road from Mont PelerinThe Road from Mont PelerinThe Road from Mont PelerinThe Road from Mont PelerinThe Road from Mont Pelerin, the neoliberal “thought collective.” Angus
Burgin’s The Great PersuasionThe Great PersuasionThe Great PersuasionThe Great PersuasionThe Great PersuasionThe Great PersuasionThe Great Persuasion, for example, moves from Hayek to the Chicago branch associated with Milton
Friedman, while Nancy MacLean’s Nancy MacLean’s Nancy MacLean’s Nancy MacLean’s Nancy MacLean’s Nancy MacLean’s Nancy MacLean’s Democracy in ChainsDemocracy in ChainsDemocracy in ChainsDemocracy in ChainsDemocracy in ChainsDemocracy in ChainsDemocracy in Chains profiles the Virginia branch profiles the Virginia branch profiles the Virginia branch profiles the Virginia branch profiles the Virginia branch profiles the Virginia branch profiles the Virginia branch centered around James
McGill Buchanan. Both books show how deep-pocketed businessmen helped those ideas spread, connecting
with Republican Party politics and gaining greater policy influence over time.

Slobodian focuses instead purely on the central European strand of neoliberalism—what he calls the
“Geneva school”— which gained relevance through a different institutional path. Turning to the law, this
school pursued bilateral trade agreements and international accords granting the power to enforce
contracts, to keep trade open, and to prevent the seizure of property by states—mechanisms that could
protect property from democracy and extend the power of capital. They influenced the structure of the
European Economic Community of 1957, the renegotiation of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
during the 1970s, and the creation of the World Trade Organization in 1995. Slobodian’s argument relies less
than MacLean’s on revealing a dark-money conspiracy and is more attuned to the shifting interests that
created the trade regimes of a more neoliberal world.

The current rules all but ensure that governments act in the interests of capital, since, if businesses do not
like a certain country’s policies (say, a proposal that corporations pay their fair share of taxes), they can
disrupt the economy by abruptly withdrawing from that country. Preserving the rights of capital is the goal,
even when that means sacrificing democratic demands. That is why our world is a more neoliberal one than
it once was, and why it matters. However fractious and internally contradictory neoliberal thought may be,
and however overused it can be as a term, it is describing something real.

It is the nature of ideologies to see some things clearly and place other things out of
view—to serve up a combination of useful concepts and to conceal self-interest. Sets of ideas that become
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influential can usually do a great deal of the latter. The point is surely not that neoliberalism is wrong about
everything: It makes sense to seek to avoid hyperinflation, for example, and it is reasonable to note that price
fluctuations in market economies provide information to consumers and business owners about how to
behave—if apples become scarce, and their price goes up, consumers can substitute, say, cheaper oranges.
And it certainly is possible, too, for political decisions to mangle an economy so that markets cease to
perform their socially useful work. Venezuela, where the economy contracted 13 percent13 percent13 percent13 percent13 percent13 percent13 percent last year, as people
suffered through shortages of medicinemedicinemedicinemedicinemedicinemedicinemedicine and foodfoodfoodfoodfoodfoodfood, is perhaps the most tragic example at the present moment.

Pinochet, who took power in a 1973 coup, in his tenth year in office. Ila
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But the things that neoliberalism has trouble seeing are, at the present, far more consequential: deep
inequalities, accompanied by a sense of powerlessness, of being left behind by a global system that operates
with no regard for the interests or voice of the majority. Venezuela’s socialists wouldn’t have had their
chance in power if not for the austerity imposed by neoliberal adjustment policies of the 1980s—policies that
were met by popular protest that was suppressed by state violence. The rise of the far right in the United
States and Europe cannot be explained solely as a reaction against neoliberal globalization (not least because
many of its supporters are thriving economicallythriving economicallythriving economicallythriving economicallythriving economicallythriving economicallythriving economically), but the financial crisis of 2008—caused by inadequate
regulation—did give the far right its opportunity to grow.

Furthermore, the primacy of capital in neoliberalism means that crises will be resolved on the backs of the
poor, with cuts to the welfare state and public services, though it is not the poor who cause them. Even the
International Monetary Fund, which demanded austerity as a response to debt crises in the 1980s, now
acknowledges that some neoliberal ideas have been oversoldoversoldoversoldoversoldoversoldoversoldoversold, concluding that increased inequality hurts “the
level and sustainability of growth.” Similarly, much of the economics profession has moved on from
neoliberalism, recognizing that there are many waysmany waysmany waysmany waysmany waysmany waysmany ways to operate a healthy economy. Dani Rodrik points outpoints outpoints outpoints outpoints outpoints outpoints out
that rich countries have public sectors ranging in size from 33 percent to nearly 60 percent of gross
domestic product. A large state sector is not the antithesis of personal liberty: Indeed, it can sustain it.
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What neoliberalism misses or ignores is that a world of apparently neutral rules is still a world of power
inequalities. When capital has more freedom than people, serious democratic deficits are guaranteed. Voters
may prefer a strong welfare state, but they may get austerity instead. In many nations, including the United
States, the power of money in politics gives concentrated wealth a sword to hold over democracy’s neck. As
the wealthy exert ever more influenceinfluenceinfluenceinfluenceinfluenceinfluenceinfluence over the political process, we may be closer to William Hutt’s plan for
weighted voting than we would probably admit. In the neoliberal view, this is how it is supposed to work. It
is, in Hayek’s language, the “discipline of freedom.” But it makes the goal of achieving relative equality
through democracy very difficult.

Mises wrote in 1922: “Our whole civilization rests on the fact that men have always succeeded in beating off
the attack of the re-distributors.” But if that were ever true, then it should be clear, nearly a century later,
that ignoring the distribution of wealth in capitalist economies is not reasonable, politically viable, or even
economically sound. Slobodian has shown that neoliberals have engaged in an ambitious project of
worldmaking so that people would be subject to the rule of markets. But as both neoliberals and their critics
know, markets are human-made institutions. What kind of world we want to build is still our choice. 

Patrick Iber is an assistant professor of Latin American history at the University of Wisconsin–Madison and author of Neither Peace nor Freedom:
The Cultural Cold War in Latin America.   
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Has the Republican Party’s grand experiment in union-busting finally come to an end? Scott Walker, the
Republican governor of Wisconsin, rose to national prominence in 2011 when he passedhe passedhe passedhe passedhe passedhe passedhe passed a landmark bill
dealing a blow to unions in the state and across the country. With Act 10, Walker stripped public workers of
their right to collectively bargain, gutting their salaries, health care, and pensions. He then survived a
vigorous recall effort, which featured 100,000 protesters storming the capitol rotundastorming the capitol rotundastorming the capitol rotundastorming the capitol rotundastorming the capitol rotundastorming the capitol rotundastorming the capitol rotunda in downtown
Madison.

Walker was the face of an anti-union movement championed by Republicans and backed by libertarian
financiers like the Koch brothers. But seven years later, in the midst of an ostensibly booming state economy,
Walker narrowly lostnarrowly lostnarrowly lostnarrowly lostnarrowly lostnarrowly lostnarrowly lost his reelection bid on November 6—and he was not the only anti-union gubernatorial
candidate to go down this election season.

The defeat of Walker in Wisconsin, as well as Bill Schuette in Michigan in Michigan in Michigan in Michigan in Michigan in Michigan in Michigan, Bruce Rauner in Illinois, and Kris
Kobach in Kansas, is evidence that union-bashing politicians are finding it difficult to appeal to workers in a
humming economy, which would otherwise seem to validate their claims that low wages and right-to-work
laws have unleashed the prosperity-making powers of the market. In fact, national support for unions is atis atis atis atis atis atis at
62 percent62 percent62 percent62 percent62 percent62 percent62 percent, a 15-year high, with particular muscle in the Midwest, and among women and millennials.
“There’s a sense in which Scott Walker and his ilk have overplayed their hand,” said Lane Windham, the
associate director of the labor center at Georgetown University. “People understand that unions
counterbalance corporate power, and corporations are too powerful.”

This was not the sense observers had two years ago when Donald Trump outperformed past Republicanoutperformed past Republicanoutperformed past Republicanoutperformed past Republicanoutperformed past Republicanoutperformed past Republicanoutperformed past Republican
presidential candidatespresidential candidatespresidential candidatespresidential candidatespresidential candidatespresidential candidatespresidential candidates with union households and carried a string of states that formed the backbone of the
old industrial Midwest. But his message—hostile to both trade and immigrants—went against the grain of
Koch-style economic orthodoxy. While certain working class voters did gravitate toward Trump, the
midterm election results in Wisconsin and elsewhere suggest that they have not been convinced by his
party’s economic agenda and may even have soured on Trump himself. According to a Reuters-Ipsos poll
released earlier this year, Trump’s support among union voters has fallen 15 pointsvoters has fallen 15 pointsvoters has fallen 15 pointsvoters has fallen 15 pointsvoters has fallen 15 pointsvoters has fallen 15 pointsvoters has fallen 15 points.

Many voters living under Republican leadership are reacting to stagnant wagesstagnant wagesstagnant wagesstagnant wagesstagnant wagesstagnant wagesstagnant wages and the rise ofrise ofrise ofrise ofrise ofrise ofrise of
underemploymentunderemploymentunderemploymentunderemploymentunderemploymentunderemploymentunderemployment. (Despite working fewer hours than they would prefer, underemployed workers get
counted as “employed” in official statistics.) In 2011, when Amy Mizialko, president of the Milwaukee
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teacher’s union, first checked her pay stub online after Act 10 passed, she broke into tears. “Those cuts were
devastating,” said Mizialko, who took a $10,000 cut in wages and benefits in the first year alone. Since the
passage of Act 10, membership in Wisconsin’s largest teacher’s union plummeted plummeted plummeted plummeted plummeted plummeted plummeted from 98,000 to 32,000.
Once the progressive heart of the labor movement in the United States, Wisconsin saw its union
membership drop 46 percent between 2011 and 2017.

While Walker’s campaign underscoredunderscoredunderscoredunderscoredunderscoredunderscoredunderscored Wisconsin’s 3 percent unemployment rate (below the national
average), workers in the state were fighting to find enough work and wages remained lowwages remained lowwages remained lowwages remained lowwages remained lowwages remained lowwages remained low. At $7.25 an hour,
Wisconsin’s minimum wage has not budged since Walker took office seven years ago. And because of Act 10,
many teachers and government workers—disproportionately women and African Americans—have had to
find additional sources of income. “In Wisconsin, people are working three or four jobs,” said Mizialko.
“They are driving Uber. They’re delivering groceries. They’re picking up jobs at the state fair. They’re just
stitching together little stints of work to make ends meet for their families.”
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They also bristled at Walker’s cozy relationship with big business. In July 2017, he pledged $4.5 billion in
state tax credits for the Taiwanese manufacturing giant FoxConn to build a state-of-the-art plant outside of
Kenosha that promised to bring 13,000 jobs to the area. But as David Dayen wrote last weekwrote last weekwrote last weekwrote last weekwrote last weekwrote last weekwrote last week in The New
Republic, the FoxConn deal has been a disaster and was an important factor in Walker’s fall. The subsidy is
the largest to a foreign corporation in U.S. history, and it comes at an enormous cost to taxpayers. Most of
the subsidy will be delivered to FoxConn in direct cash payments—at an estimated 18,000 in tax dollars per
Wisconsin household.

Walker was among a handful of Republican governors—including Rauner, Rick
Snyder in Michigan, Eric Greitens in Missouri, and Mitch Daniels in Indiana—who transformed the Midwest
with their ideas about small government, austerity, and free market solutions. The Koch brothers’ Americans
for Prosperity initiative (AFP) poured millionspoured millionspoured millionspoured millionspoured millionspoured millionspoured millions of dollars into the region to pass legislation that would hobble
unions and freeze minimum wages. Meanwhile, gerrymandering and new voter restrictions that favor
conservatives prevented votersprevented votersprevented votersprevented votersprevented votersprevented votersprevented voters from overturning those laws at the polls—with the exception of the upset
victory of a proposition that repealed right-to-workrepealed right-to-workrepealed right-to-workrepealed right-to-workrepealed right-to-workrepealed right-to-workrepealed right-to-work in Missouri in August.

Over the past decade, this right-wing alliance has reshaped the Midwestreshaped the Midwestreshaped the Midwestreshaped the Midwestreshaped the Midwestreshaped the Midwestreshaped the Midwest by decimating private and public
sector unions. Right-to-work laws, which drastically undercut union power in the private sector, have
passed in Michigan, Missouri, Indiana, Kentucky, and Wisconsin since 2012. Public sector unions underwent
similar attacks in Wisconsin, Ohio, and Michigan. Such laws make union dues optional, thereby draining
unions of the funds they need to fight for workers. Workers in right-to-work states earn $1,558 lessearn $1,558 lessearn $1,558 lessearn $1,558 lessearn $1,558 lessearn $1,558 lessearn $1,558 less on
average per year than similar workers in non-right-to-work states. When right-to-work passed under Rick
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Snyder in Michigan in 2012, Americans for Prosperity hailed the legislationhailed the legislationhailed the legislationhailed the legislationhailed the legislationhailed the legislationhailed the legislation “as the shot heard around the
world for workplace freedom.”

The passage of right-to-work laws has gone hand-in-hand with declining support for the Democratic Party
in the Midwest. Until Trump’s victory in 2016, Michigan and Wisconsin had not elected a Republican
president since the 1980s. “Unions have a long history of turning out Democratic voters,” said Windham, the
labor expert from Georgetown. “Without unions to promote a working-class agenda, people are left to listen
to right-wing radio. We have to think about that to understand what happened in Michigan, Wisconsin, and
Pennsylvania in 2016.”

But there is also a strong feeling that the Democratic Party has lost touch with its union roots, allowing a
supposed populist like Trump to make inroads with working voters. That is starting to change, thanks in no
small part to the wake-up call delivered by the 2016 election, which made it clear that Democrats cannot
take those voters for granted. But there are other reasons some Democrats are re-embracing union politics,
including a wave of teacher strikes in West Virginia, Oklahoma, Arizona, Kentucky, and Colorado that
galvanized votersgalvanized votersgalvanized votersgalvanized votersgalvanized votersgalvanized votersgalvanized voters this year, as well as a growing realization that the face of union membership has changed,
from the white industrial worker of the past century to a diverse coalitiona diverse coalitiona diverse coalitiona diverse coalitiona diverse coalitiona diverse coalitiona diverse coalition of women, immigrants, and
minorities working in industries like hospitality, telecommunications, nursing, and media.

Ironically, low employment across the Midwest gives workers the upper handgives workers the upper handgives workers the upper handgives workers the upper handgives workers the upper handgives workers the upper handgives workers the upper hand. Last year saw a slight upticksaw a slight upticksaw a slight upticksaw a slight upticksaw a slight upticksaw a slight upticksaw a slight uptick
in union membership in the United States. Employers are eager to retain and hire workers, giving workers
leverage to form and expand unions. Alongside fresh leadership, this provides an opportunity for workers to
stage strikes, form unions, and restore the rights they have lost.

The backlash to the GOP’s anti-union efforts is also producing tangible results. Voters in Michigan electedelectedelectedelectedelectedelectedelected
Gretchen WhitmerGretchen WhitmerGretchen WhitmerGretchen WhitmerGretchen WhitmerGretchen WhitmerGretchen Whitmer as governor with the backing of the state’s unions. In Illinois, voters ousted the union-union-union-union-union-union-union-
busting Republican incumbentbusting Republican incumbentbusting Republican incumbentbusting Republican incumbentbusting Republican incumbentbusting Republican incumbentbusting Republican incumbent Rauner, who vetoed a $15 minimum wage bill and fought to pass right-to-
work laws. “I think the public perception of unions is getting better each and every day. We are seeing young
people responding very well to unions,” said Stephanie Bloomingdale, president of the Wisconsin AFL-CIO.
In Missouri’s August referendum on the state’s right-to-work laws, a full 65 percent of voters opted to
overturn them.

Still, rebuilding the labor movement in the Midwest will be a herculean task. Although the majority of
Americans say they support unions, only 11 percentonly 11 percentonly 11 percentonly 11 percentonly 11 percentonly 11 percentonly 11 percent of U.S. workers belonged to unions in 2017. “A defeat of
Walker is a major victory,” said Nelson Lichtenstein, a history professor at the University of California at
Santa Barbara, “but there is much ideological and organizational work to be done before liberalism and
unionism are once again joined at the hip.”
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Seven months ago, Mark Zuckerberg sat before Congress and said he was sorrysaid he was sorrysaid he was sorrysaid he was sorrysaid he was sorrysaid he was sorrysaid he was sorry about the fake news and the
data breaches—and that it wasn’t really Facebook’s faultwasn’t really Facebook’s faultwasn’t really Facebook’s faultwasn’t really Facebook’s faultwasn’t really Facebook’s faultwasn’t really Facebook’s faultwasn’t really Facebook’s fault. The company’s founder and CEO had been hauled
before Congress to answer for what became known as the Cambridge Analytica scandalthe Cambridge Analytica scandalthe Cambridge Analytica scandalthe Cambridge Analytica scandalthe Cambridge Analytica scandalthe Cambridge Analytica scandalthe Cambridge Analytica scandal, in which a political
consulting firm harvested Facebook data to sow electoral discord to help elect Donald Trump. Zuckerberg,
appearing contrite before members of the House and Senate, insisted that Facebook’s flaws stemmed from
the company’s commitment to free discourse and improving the world. “Facebook is an idealistic and
optimistic company,” he saidhe saidhe saidhe saidhe saidhe saidhe said. “For most of our existence, we focused on all the good that connecting people
can bring. ... But it’s clear now that we didn’t do enough to prevent these tools from being used for harm as
well.”

But a New York Times reportreportreportreportreportreportreport published on Wednesday tells a different story. While Zuckerberg was sitting
doe-eyed before Congress, insisting that Facebook only wants to connect people, his company was in fact

Facebook Betrayed America
Mark Zuckerberg promised Congress he would combat the spread of conspiracy theories—
while his company was doing the opposite.

By ALEX SHEPHARD

November 14, 2018
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imitating some of the worst behavior on Facebook to counter the barrage of negative stories the company
was facing. 

Zuckerberg may have insisted that all of the criticism of Facebook was a byproduct of the company’s core
mission, but a crisis PR firm contracted by Facebook linked the site’s critics to George Soros, the liberal
Jewish billionaire who is often at the center of right-wing attacksright-wing attacksright-wing attacksright-wing attacksright-wing attacksright-wing attacksright-wing attacks and anti-Semitic conspiracy theoriesanti-Semitic conspiracy theoriesanti-Semitic conspiracy theoriesanti-Semitic conspiracy theoriesanti-Semitic conspiracy theoriesanti-Semitic conspiracy theoriesanti-Semitic conspiracy theories. At
the same time, top executives, notably Chief Operating Officer Sheryl Sandberg, were discouraging it from
investigating Russian activity on the site.

This response exposes the hypocrisy at the center of the company: While Zuckerberg was promising to
return to the company’s utopian vision of bringing humanity closer together, it was doing everything it
could to sow division, all in order to steer clear of negative coverage and eventual regulation. 

Facebook has been flooded with negative stories since 2016. First, there was its role
in the president election, when Russian agents used the platformused the platformused the platformused the platformused the platformused the platformused the platform to spread narratives designed to increase
support for Trump and hurt Hillary Clinton. Over the next two years, the ease with which Facebook could be
gamed to spread false and divisive stories was demonstrated again and again. The social network became
complicit in at least one genocideat least one genocideat least one genocideat least one genocideat least one genocideat least one genocideat least one genocide, in Myanmar, and has been shown again and again to benefit bad actorsbad actorsbad actorsbad actorsbad actorsbad actorsbad actors
and dictatorsdictatorsdictatorsdictatorsdictatorsdictatorsdictators—and to just make people unhappymake people unhappymake people unhappymake people unhappymake people unhappymake people unhappymake people unhappy in general. At the same time, the company’s efforts to curb
the flow of fake and biased news have been met with furious criticismfurious criticismfurious criticismfurious criticismfurious criticismfurious criticismfurious criticism from the right.

Speaking to Congress, Zuckerberg repeatedly returned to the narrative that Facebook is a net good for
humanity. It brings people together and helps them share their stories, he argued. It plays a central role in
improving quality of life on an unprecedented, global scale. “My top priority has always been our social
mission of connecting people, building community and bringing the world closer together. Advertisers and
developers will never take priority over that as long as I’m running Facebook,” he said, dismissing his
company’s main source of revenue—targeted advertisingtargeted advertisingtargeted advertisingtargeted advertisingtargeted advertisingtargeted advertisingtargeted advertising—as a negative externality. 
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While Zuckerberg was traveling the country, posing with cowsposing with cowsposing with cowsposing with cowsposing with cowsposing with cowsposing with cows, apologizing for Facebook’s missteps, and
pushing the idea that the platform existed to pull people together rather than pull them apart, Facebook
executives were engaged in a furious strategy to protectprotectprotectprotectprotectprotectprotect it: 

While Mr. Zuckerberg conducted a public apology tour in the last year, Ms. Sandberg has overseen an
aggressive lobbying campaign to combat Facebook’s critics, shift public anger toward rival companies and
ward off damaging regulation. Facebook employed a Republican opposition-research firm to discredit
activist protesters, in part by linking them to the liberal financier George Soros. It also tapped its business
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The Times piece reveals Facebook executives and lobbyists’ campaign of deflection. They pushed the
intelligence community not to challenge the company’s response to Russian interference and worked media
organizations to push negative stories about the privacy failings of their competitors, such as Google and
Apple. Executives berated employees for investigating Russian interference, with Sandberg telling them it
“exposed the company legally.” Other executives warned that the extent of Russian interference would be
bad for the company politically, because it would reinforce narratives about the 2016 election, while
potentially alienating users who had been deceived by fake news. Zuckerberg and Sandberg “ignored
warning signs” of data misuse “then sought to conceal them from view” once they were revealed, according
to the Times.

Those who pushed the company to take action were warned that it would only result in political backlash
from the right, with former Bush administration deputy chief of staff Joel Kaplan, Facebook’s vice president
of global public policy, telling employees that “if Facebook implicated Russia further... Republicans would
accuse the company of siding with Democrats.” Any action, moreover, could alienate conservative users of
the site. According to the Times, Kaplan said that “if Facebook pulled down the Russians’ fake pages, regular
Facebook users might also react with outrage at having been deceived: His own mother-in-law, Mr. Kaplan
said, had followed a Facebook page created by Russian trolls.”

Kaplan has a point, to an extent. Republicans made a fuss after Facebook (and Twitter) made minor changesmade minor changesmade minor changesmade minor changesmade minor changesmade minor changesmade minor changes
aimed at curbing misinformation. Republicans, including Trump, have suggested that conservatives are
being “shadow-banned”“shadow-banned”“shadow-banned”“shadow-banned”“shadow-banned”“shadow-banned”“shadow-banned” from social media platforms, while others have suggested tech companies are
working to suppress conservative viewpointssuppress conservative viewpointssuppress conservative viewpointssuppress conservative viewpointssuppress conservative viewpointssuppress conservative viewpointssuppress conservative viewpoints. There is no evidence that they are, but the narrative has taken
hold. That doesn’t excuse Facebook’s actions. But it was out of fear of conservative backlash that Facebook
avoided taking meaningful action to make its platform more secure and less toxic.

The Times investigation is a damning portrait of a company in crisis, and puts Zuckerberg’s testimony before
Congress in a harsher light. He repeatedly highlighted the work that the company was doing to combat data
breaches, the spread of fake news, and electoral influence. In reality, he was paying a firm to push the exact
kind of conspiracy theory that Facebook has been criticized of propagating. The depth of Zuckerberg’s
insincerity is all too clear: He’s only interested in doing the bare minimum, and his company has proven
incapable of self-regulation. Congress was slow to realize as much back in April, but it no longer has any
excuse for not bringing the full weight of the law against one of America’s most arrogant, unaccountable
monopolies. 

Alex Shephard is a staff writer at The New Republic. @alex_shephard

relationships, persuading a Jewish civil rights group to cast some criticism of the company as anti-
Semitic.
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Tuesday, in central London, as Theresa May unveiled a freshly forged Brexit deal, American Fabiano Caruana
and Norwegian Magnus Carlsen played out a procedural draw in game four of their World Chess
Championship showdown, leaving the best-of-twelve battle delicately poised at two points apiece.

The day’s biggest drama had unfolded hours before the two young men shook hands, however. That
morning, a member of Caruana’s team released a two-minute YouTube video of the Brooklyn-born
Grandmaster, who aims to become United States’s first world champion since Bobby Fischer in 1972.

Featuring Caruana reading a book of Carlsen’s games, the video also briefly showed Caruana’s open laptop,
on which a series of what appeared to be his possible opening gambits were clearly displayed. Was it a slip,
or a masterstroke of digital misinformation? Caruana added to the mystery at a post-game press conference,
when he refused to comment. Carlsen, the top ranked chess player in the world, who at age 27 is defending
his title for a fourth time, told reporters he hadn’t seen the video. “Then I’ll make up my mind,” he added.

Chess Is Back
The World Championship between Fabiano Caruana and Magnus Carlsen features controversy,
glamor, charges of "fake news," and...Woody Harrelson?

By SEAN WILLIAMS

November 14, 2018

Caruana on the left, Carlsen on the right, and Woody Harrelson, who is apparently a
chess enthusiast, shaking hands (Tristan Fewings/Getty Images)
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This championship has even
acquired a Hollywood
following: Woody Harrelson
played the ceremonial first
move in London, to a chorus of
camera shutters.

When Fischer took his title against the USSR’s Boris Spassky, chess was a proxy for
the Cold War, with the board a battlefield of opposing ideologies. Almost half a century later, the game is
once more a political microcosm. In 2018, however, that means social media campaigns, cries of “fake
news,” and no small serving of national pride.

Chess grandmasters retreat ahead of tournaments into hermetic training camps where, much like boxers
shooting for a major belt, they spar and share strategies with trusted, top-line players. The Caruana YouTube
video revealed a number of specific (and Shakespearean-sounding) openings including the Fianchetto
Grünfeld and a rare variation of the Petrov Defense. Both are stifling, exacting plays, which perhaps reflect
the challenger’s admiration for Carlsen, widely considered one of the best players of all time.

Only around ten lines of openings appear in the
video. A couple were ones Caruana used in the games
he and Carlsen have already played to draws in
London. And the Petrov is a favorite of Caruana’s:
Carlsen will have expected it for months. “If what
everybody already knows is leaked, is it really a leak?”
FiveThirtyEight’s Oliver Roeder, who has closely
followed the fortunes of both players at this event,
wrote to me. “If ten lines of a spreadsheet can sink
your chances then chess is not a robust endeavor and would not have survived 1,500 years.”
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Roeder suspects the leak may actually benefit Caruana, a 26-year-old Miami resident who has been creditedcreditedcreditedcreditedcreditedcreditedcredited
with “helping make chess cool” again. Jon Ludvig Hammer, a Norwegian grandmaster who has analyzed the
leak, disagrees, but favors a “move on” approach “Even if it reveals an unusual opening they’ve been looking
at, there’s no sequence of moves, which means there’s a limit to how much damage is done,” Hammer told
me. “I feel he made a mistake with the ‘No comment’ strategy yesterday, because he appeared visibly upset
about the whole thing. It would have been better to answer something like, ‘Yeah, that was silly,’ laugh, and
move on.”

“(Caruana) will be like, ‘Oh shit, somebody left something, that’s really stupid,’” Anish Giri, the fifth-ranked
chess player in the world, told me. “But I guess he’s professional enough to brush that off.” He doesn’t buy
that the leak was deliberate, though: “I really don’t see it benefiting Fabi in any way. … If anyone will be
benefiting from it, it is Magnus.”
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The ostensibly accidental leak is a classic move in politics, where the omnipresence
of cameras and social media has turned any photo of an open briefcase, notepad or smartphone into a
potential banana skin or opportunity. This September, a photographer made UK headlines by capturing a
shot of a post-Brexit treasury plan. Neither has sport been spared digital embarrassment: At this summer’s
FIFA World Cup in Russia, England, Argentina, Denmark, and Brazil suffered tactical leaks ahead of vital
matches.

Fischer, an eccentric fellow Brooklynite who won the United States’ last world chess title against Spassky at
the height of the Cold War, grew obsessed with the idea that his Communist adversary was surveilling his
every move. So virulent was Fischer’s paranoia that he persuaded Spassky to play game three of their 1972
showdown in Reykjavik, Iceland, in a small, spectator-free room.

Rarely has the world been as gripped by chess as it was that year: Fischer and Spassky were seen as
intellectual totems of their respective superpowers.

Tønsberg, the small, Norwegian fishing town that produced Carlsen, may not provide the political drama of
the USSR. Neither would the champion, a Porsche-endorsed prodigy low on modesty, have won invitations
to the Supreme Soviet. But in the diminutive Caruana, a fan of yoga and Kendrick Lamar, America has a
genuine shot at ascending the game’s summit. Much of that is thanks, in typically capitalist fashion, to the
largesse of Rex Sinquefield, a retired billionaire whose St. Louis Chess Campus has been Caruana’s home
since 2014. And this championship has even acquired a Hollywood following: Woody Harrelson played the
ceremonial first move in London, to a chorus of camera shutters.

Chess has fallen from popular U.S. consciousness since its Cold War peak. But in recent years, the Internet
has become a key part of drumming up excitement for matches, offering an interactive spectator experience
unavailable in the 1970s. Broadcasts, watched by millions, include running commentary, chat functions, and
a comparison of players’ moves to those chosen by computers. “You can indulge your inner Pac Man without
feeling guilty about it,” wrote Bloomberg’s Tyler Coren. World Chess, the game’s organizing body, even
unveiled a chess-based dating app called “Mate” ahead of this month’s London final.

It is perhaps unsurprising, then, that the web–in this case a social media fiasco–should play a potentially key
role in deciding who walks away with the event’s one million Euro ($1.14m) prize. It has, at least, spiced up
what has been a cagey affair thus far, and one whose evenness looks set to continue Thursday, when game
five gets underway.

At Tuesday’s press conference, Ian Wilkinson, a Jamaican player and honorary vice president of World Chess,
addressed Caruana and Carlsen as “gladiators,” a note-perfect descriptor of how the world saw Fischer and
Spassky in ‘72, but which in 2018 was greeted with a round of smirks. Whatever the leak’s implications for
the players’ strategies, it has undoubtedly added to the mystique of a match hyped like few others in recent
memory. To paraphraseparaphraseparaphraseparaphraseparaphraseparaphraseparaphrase Maximus Decimus Meridius, we are most definitely entertained.
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